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FOOD ESTABLISHMENT INSPECTION REPORT

PRIORITY ITEMS

These items MUST RECEIVE IMMEDIATE ACTION within 72 hours or as stated.

CORE ITEMS

These items are to be corrected by the next regular inspection or as stated.
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Dollar General Store #9284 512 Center Street Bismarck, 63624

Raw Meat Wall Freezer: Ambient <0 Beer Wall Cooler: Ambient 36

Pizza Wall Coolers No. 1 and 2: Ambient <0/<0 Energy Drink Wall Cooler: Ambient 38

Ice Cream Wall Freezer: Ambient 12 Soda Wall Cooler: Ambient 39

Haagen-Dazs Ice Cream Cooler: Ambient <0 Milk and Juice Wall Cooler: Ambient 28

1-Door DG Ice Cream Cooler: Ambient 0 Cheese and Meat Wall Cooler: Ambient 37

3-302.11A

7-201.11A
and B

7-301.11A

3-202.15

Temperatures Continued (Ambient): Starbucks cooler - 34F, Gatorade cooler - 39F, Monster cooler - 37F,
Pepsi cooler - 34F, Mt. Dew Cooler - 36F, Coca Cola cooler - 33F.

Raw chicken was observed stored above raw whole muscle pork, raw hamburger meat, and ready-to-eat
foods. Raw animal derived foods shall be stored separately or below fully cooked/ready-to-eat foods and in
the following vertical order: poultry on the bottom, then ground meats such as burger and sausage, then
whole muscle meats such as bacon and steaks, then fish and seafood at the top. Please rearrange foods to
prevent cross contamination. CORRECTED ON SITE.

In the warehouse area Boost and Ensure Drinks were observed stored in tubs intermixed with and below
medications and chemicals such as hand sanitizer, hair spray, soap, and rubbing alcohol. Also a box and a
basket of medicines was sitting on a shelf where containers of bleach and weed killer were also stored.
Toxic materials shall be stored below or separately from consumables such as food and medicine.
CORRECTED ON SITE by separating.

Medicines were stored on an end cap of aisle 12 below containers of hand sanitizer. Toxic materials shall
be stored below or separately from consumables such as food and medicine. CORRECTED ON SITE by
separating.

Numerous dented cans of food were observed on retail shelves including 13 cans of Chef Boyardee
Beefaroni on aisle 6, 1 can of turnip greens on aisle 6, and 3 cans of pineapple on aisle 5. Food containers
shall be in good condition to protect the integrity of the contents. Please inspect food containers when
stocking and return or discard those that are damaged. CORRECTED ON SITE by removing dented cans
from the retail shelves.
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Wax paper used as a liner was observed in the bottoms of wall coolers holding milk, juice, and tea and in
the ice cream wall freezer. Equipment surfaces exposed to drip and splash shall have a smooth,
nonabsorbent surface. Please do not use paper to line the bottom of coolers.

Most of the coolers and freezers in the facility did not have a thermometer provided to monitor ambient
temperature inside the units. Each mechanical refrigeration unit shall be equipped with a thermometer
located in the warmest part of the unit to measure the air temperature inside the unit. Please provide
thermometers in all coolers and freezers that displays the temperature reading in 2-degree Fahrenheit
increments or is digital.

Debris was observed in the bottom of the Haagen-Dazs Ice cream cooler and the 1-door DG ice cream
cooler and on the top ledge of the kickplate on the 1-door DG ice cream cooler. Non-food contact surfaces
shall be free of debris accumulations. Please clean the coolers.

An accumulation of dust was observed on the ceiling air vents in the men's and women's restrooms.
Ventilation systems shall be cleaned so they are not a source of contamination. Please clean the vents,
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A line through an item on page 1 of this inspection indicates the item was either not observed or not applicable.
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